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Introduction
This report will provide exemplification of candidates' work, together with tips and
comments for Questions 1–10.
Examiners are looking above all for signs that candidates are responding in a thoughtful way
to the language and ideas of prose writers and are communicating clearly and effectively on
the selected writing topic.
Examiners commented that it was pleasing to see evidence of some excellent teaching of
the texts and candidates who were able to manage their time effectively.
The responses of candidates had many positive features.
Examiners were impressed by:
•

evidence that the candidates had a much stronger focus on language features and the
ability to select relevant details and comment on the writer’s language and its effects

•

the ability to select an appropriate passage from another section of the text and explore
a wide range of language features with detailed comments linking the language of their
chosen extract with the ideas and themes of the extract

•

writing on the chosen topic that showed a strong awareness of audience and purpose
using an appropriate register to engage the audience effectively.

Less successful responses:
•

showed an insecure grasp of language (for example, confusion over terms or feature
spotting) or summarised quotations without any analysis of the language and its effect

•

tended to produce speculative, unsupported comments or relied too heavily on narration
or chose over-long extracts for comment in part b)

•

lacked the ability to develop and sustain appropriate ideas in the writing task and did not
have secure language controls.

Overall, examiners commented that there seemed to be a more secure focus on language
features and the writer’s intended effects than in previous series and there was a general
sense that candidates knew how to respond to the tasks. Examiners observed that the
majority of candidates engaged effectively with the texts.
Candidates’ writing was often lively and focused and examiners commented positively on
candidates’ ability to demonstrate a sense of audience and to use an appropriate register.
In Section A the overwhelming majority of candidates chose to respond to Question 5,
‘Of Mice and Men’. This no doubt reflects both the popularity of ‘Of Mice and Men’ and its
familiarity to teachers.
In Section B Question 10 was slightly more popular than Question 9.
Section A (Reading)
Examiners commented that there was evidence that candidates had been prepared well
and there was evidence of the good use of prepared extracts for part b). However some
examiners commented that candidates are still producing longer responses to part a)
and thus limiting their achievement for part b) which has more marks. Other examiners
commented that it was pleasing to see that candidates did know that part b) should be
a more developed response. Some comment was made about incorrect identification of
language terms and unsupported comments made by candidates.
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Part a):
Examiners commented that there was a stronger focus on language features in this section
and most candidates were able to select relevant details and comment on the writer’s
language and its effects. Examiners commented that candidates generally engaged well with
the given extracts.
Some examiners commented that some candidates’ responses summarised the text and
lacked close analysis of language features.  
Part b):
Candidates were generally successful in identifying an appropriate extract for comment
and better responses focused well on the writer’s techniques. However, some examiners
observed that this section was less well done than part a) as candidates tended to narrate
or summarise the chosen extract rather than explore the writer’s use of language and its
intended effects.
Some examiners observed that the extract chosen was sometimes too long or not one
extract, limiting the candidate’s ability to focus closely on the task.
Comment was made about some shorter responses to part b) and suggested this may be
because candidates spent too long on part a).
Section B (Writing)
Examiners did comment how much they enjoyed reading responses in this section,
especially Question 10.
Examiners commented positively on candidates’ engagement with the topics and their ability
to demonstrate a clear sense of audience and purpose through the use of an appropriate
register.
The majority of candidates were able to write in appropriate styles and structure their
responses effectively although some examiners did comment on a lack of adventurous
vocabulary and ambitious punctuation.
There were some brief and undeveloped responses which examiners felt might have
demonstrated bad time management (spending too long on Section A).

4
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Question 1
Question 1
Touching the Void
There were not many responses to this question.
a) There were some reasonable responses demonstrating a sound understanding of the
extract but opportunities to comment on language features were not always developed.
Most candidates were able to pick up on Joe’s feelings of confusion and relief but these were
not always supported by textual reference. Some responses were narrative and lacked
language evaluation. The quotations chosen were relevant but were sometimes used to
support narrative points rather than as a basis for language evaluation.
b)Most candidates chose appropriate passages commonly either the cutting of the rope
or the crevasse but examiners commented that some candidates were unable to develop
their responses in any depth or detail. Better responses did identify appropriate examples
of the writer’s language and were able to discuss how it was effective. Some examiners
commented on a number of narrative responses that showed understanding of the chosen
extract but lost focus on the writer’s language and techniques.
This is an extract from a response to Question 1b) using an extract from Chapter 2.
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Examiner Comments

There is a relevant section covered and there are pertinent
references with assured understanding with some secure selection
of language points and focus on individual words. The point about
short sentences has been made effectively and is closely linked
with feelings. It was awarded 19 out of 24 marks, band 4.

Examiner Tip

Note the pertinent selection of references to
support the points made. For a Band 5 response
language comments could have been developed yet
more fully to demonstrate a really perceptive grasp.
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Question 2
Question 2
Anita and Me
There were not many responses to this question.
a) Some examiners commented that there were good responses to the extract and that the
rich imagery in the extract elicited these high quality responses. Most candidates recognised
the unity of the villagers in their feeling of shock and horror as a reaction to the diggers
commenting on the war imagery created with ‘shiny and solid as tanks’, ‘convoy’, ‘metallic
invasion’ and the dehumanising and detached nature of ‘diggers’ and ‘machines’. Most
commented on the protective ‘scooping up of a dozing Sunil’ and the imminent sense of
danger.
However, other examiners observed that some responses were quite weak with limited
understanding of the extract with various misunderstandings such as the diggers were
workmen. Some responses were narrative.
b) There were some successful responses with an appropriate choice of second extract
(most commonly the village fete, the description of Tollington at the start of the novel or
the death of Mrs Christmas) but examiners commented that many responses lacked a close
focus on language or tended to be narrative in approach. A few candidates used overlong extracts or used several sections from the novel and some responses were short and
undeveloped.
This is a successful response to Question 2a).

8
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Examiner Comments

This is a well-judged response to the question with assured
understanding, pertinent references and a good focus on
language. It was awarded 13 out of 16 marks, band 4.

Examiner Tip

Look at how the response focuses closely
on writer's use of language and comments
thoughtfully on the effects of the chosen examples.

10
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Question 3
Question 3
Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress
There were not many responses to this text.
a) The majority of responses were assured and perceptive with most examiners commenting
positively on the quality of the responses. There was good focus on language analysis e.g.
the connotations of the dolphin and fruit imagery. A couple of examiners commented on
some undeveloped responses to language.
b) The majority of candidates chose an effective and appropriate extract - popular choices
were the keyring and when the Little Chinese Seamstress is leaving. Many candidates
responded in an assured and confident manner. Generally, candidates focused on a couple
of specific pages and analysed language effectively. There were some instances, however,
where the candidate mistook Ma’s feelings for the Little Chinese Seamstress for Luo’s –
notably in the section towards the end of the novella when Luo goes away on leave and
leaves Ma to look after the Little Chinese Seamstress.
This is the whole of a very successful response to Question 3a).
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Examiner Comments

The response fulfils everything required in Band 5 and more – a
very perceptive response with discriminating reference to the text.
The analysis is very strong - seen in how much can be achieved in
the comments on just one metaphor. 16 out of 16 marks, band 5.

Examiner Tip

Look closely at the perceptive points the candidate
has made and the discriminating reference to the
text supporting these points, together with the
range of language features discussed.
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Question 4
Question 4
Heroes
a) Examiners commented that most candidates showed a strong engagement with the
text and there were successful responses with detailed comments on language. Better
candidates responded confidently and demonstrated a strong focus on the effects of the
writer’s language with word level analysis.
Most candidates maintained a clear focus on language.
Candidates commented successfully on the simile of the nostrils ‘like the snout of an
animal’, the reaction of the child, and how Francis wanted to hide away.
Many candidates were able to refer to Francis’ viewpoint on his appearance and some
candidates considered the issue of the unreliable narrator. Weaker responses tended to
feature spot rather than analysing the effect of the language.
Some responses lacked detail, analysis and explanation.
b) There were some confident and assured responses with focused comments on language.
Candidates mostly made suitable choices of a second passage. Candidates chose a wide
range of extracts for this question, the most popular including the opening of the novel,
the meeting with Mrs Belander, the reunion with Nicole and the ending when Francis meets
with Larry. Some examiners commented that candidates did not always choose an effective
extract which limited their response. Most responses demonstrated at least a sound
understanding but the tendency to explain rather than analyse was more marked in this
part than in part a).
Some responses tended to be quite narrative in their approach, even when the part a)
answers had a clear focus on language.
This is an extract from a successful response to Question 4a).

14
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Examiner Comments

This is a confident and sustained response with
assured understanding of the text and the ideas of the
writer and perceptive comments on the language used.

Examiner Tip

Note how the candidate confidently analyses
the effects of the writer's use of language.

16
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Question 5
Question 5
Of Mice and Men
This was the most popular question.
There was evidence of very thorough preparation of this text.
Some examiners commented that some candidates used irrelevant background information
and that there were too many references to women in the 1930s which were not rooted in
the given extract; however, some examiners observed that they had seen less evidence of
this and that there were more focused responses on the text.
a) Examiners commented that there seemed to be a clear understanding from most
candidates that language was the focus of the task.
Candidates responded positively to the given extract and there were some interesting and
developed interpretations of the text.
More able candidates demonstrated an assured and perceptive ability to analyse and
interpret language and ideas.
Successful responses developed interpretations of Curley’s wife with close analysis of
Steinbeck’s language choice and sometimes offered valid alternative interpretations.
Better candidates recognised how the writer’s language choice reveals Curley's
wife's naivety and the futility of her dream.
Examiners commented that the best responses were mature and perceptive in developing
sensitive interpretations of Curley’s wife and in their ability to avoid over-simplifying
Curley's wife and re-evaluating her character at this point in the novella. There was a good
deal of effective word level analysis for example of 'coulda', 'tumbled', 'passion', 'cried',
'darkly'. Many identified the reader’s response to Curley's wife in the extract as being in
contrast with the response gained elsewhere in the novella. There was much comment on
'foreboding', as might be expected. Weaker responses were less well developed and lacked
a focus on aspects of language and how they were used to influence the reader. Some
candidates confused language terms, especially adverbs and adjectives. Some candidates
continue to feature spot, rather than analyse the effect of the language in the extract.
b) Examiners commented that responses to this section were generally well done. Most
candidates were able to choose an appropriate extract e.g. when Curley’s wife is first
introduced to the reader which was the popular choice. On the whole candidates tackled
this well, commenting on the sexual imagery, the foreshadowing of danger and threat, and
how she is viewed by the men on the ranch. Most candidates commented on the use of red
to convey danger or sensuality. Some linked this with the red dress of the girl in Weed. An
interesting development was the link made between 'girl' and 'playfully', with connotations
of naivety and innocence, to contrast with George's 'tramp' comments. The heavy makeup and her clothing was commented on as unsuitable for the ranch, an attempt to create
glamour, linked to the movie star dream or a mask to hide her insecurity.
There was also some interesting interpretation and comment on the fact that her voice was
described as ‘brittle’, with some suggesting that this gave it an unpleasant quality, whilst
other candidates discussed the possibility that it suggested the idea that she herself was
fragile.
Other extracts seen were when she is in Crooks’ room and her death. Successful responses
were able to keep a firm focus on Curley’s wife and how the language used aids the reader’s
understanding of her. Examiners commented they saw some very good responses that were
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perceptive and thoughtful with a strong focus on language demonstrated by word level
analysis.
Weaker responses to this section made undeveloped or generalised comments about her
being a flirt and/or dangerous and missed references to language or tended to be narrative.
This is the whole of a candidate's response to Question 5a).

18
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has shown sound understanding of the text and
ideas with mostly clear reference but the comments on language
are not developed. It was awarded 5 marks out of 16, band 2.

Examiner Tip

This answer would need more focused comments on
the writer's language to move it up into a higher band.
Remember to comment on the writer's use of language
and its intended effects rather than re-telling the passage.
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This is an extract from a response to Question 5a).
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Examiner Comments

The response shows thorough understanding of the text and the
writer’s ideas. The candidate demonstrates thorough understanding
of language with sustained references to support comments made.
The response was awarded 9 out of 16 marks, band 3.

Examiner Tip

With a slightly stronger interpretation
and development of the points made, this
response could have moved into band 4.
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This is an extract from an impressive response to Question 5b).
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Examiner Comments

This response shows perceptive understanding
of the text and the writer’s ideas of the
character, perceptive understanding of
language and discriminating reference to the
extract. This was awarded full marks, band 5.

Examiner Tip

Note the excellent focus on language
analysis linked to the writer's ideas and how
this reveals a perceptive understanding.
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This is an extract from a response to Question 5b).
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Examiner Comments

There are a number of very thorough points although
they are not always expressed as clearly as they could
be. There is assured understanding of the writer’s
ideas and assured understanding of language. The
response was given 17 out of 24, band 4.

Examiner Tip

For a band 5 response, comments could
have been developed yet more fully so as
to demonstrate a really perceptive grasp.
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Question 6
Question 6
Rani and Sukh
There were not many responses to this text.
a) Candidates engaged with the given extract and many candidates were able to
demonstrate a clear awareness of the requirements of the question and a sound or thorough
understanding of language and ideas. The more able offered some close analysis of
language and the writer’s techniques e.g. short sentences, use of ellipses, use of commas
and specific comments on language were made about ‘trouble-schmubble’, the appearance
of Divy and the ‘stony masks’. Some candidates described the event rather than analysing
the language.
Weaker candidates were sometimes narrative but included some attempts to comment on
language although these tended to explain rather than analyse.
b) Most chose the death of Billah or Sukh and better candidates produced thoughtful and
detailed responses with good focus on the language of shame (‘wronged’, ‘izzat’, ’whore’)
or violence (‘murderous intent’, ‘dragging’, ‘bloodlust’ ). Weaker responses tended to be
narrative and were not able to comment effectively on the use of language.
This is an extract from a response to Question 6b).

26
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Examiner Comments

There is sound understanding and clear references to the text to
support the response. The response was given 8 out of 24, band 2.

Examiner Tip

To qualify for a higher band, think about how the
points could have been developed and more detailed
comments could have been made about language.
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Question 7
Question 7
Riding the Black Cockatoo
There was only one response seen to this text.

Question 8
Question 8
To Kill a Mockingbird
a) Most candidates showed good engagement with the text and examiners commented
they saw some good responses to this question. Better responses demonstrated good
understanding of the text and supported this with some excellent language analysis.
Comments were made on Atticus's treatment of Walter, the 'two men' idea, the syrup
sequence, Scout's comment 'just a Cunningham', Calpurnia's 'furious whisper' and the
alliteration of 'stinging smack'. Better candidates were also able to show how Calpurnia’s
anger was demonstrated by her unusually ungrammatical language. Weaker responses
sometimes focused on Walter’s behaviour rather than on how he was treated at the Finches’
house or had a less secure focus on language.
b) There was no popular choice for this part and candidates sometimes wrote about themes
rather than language. Some candidates struggled to find an appropriate extract. Successful
choices for the second extract were Scout’s first day at school, the visit to First Purchase
Church with Calpurnia, meeting Dolphus Raymond and Scout’s final understanding of Boo
Radley. Better responses selected an appropriate extract and had a secure focus on how
the language of their chosen extract supported their comments on what Scout learns.
Weaker responses were sometimes narrative and did not explore language. One examiner
commented that some extracts chosen were too long.
This is an extract from a response to Question 8a).

28
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Examiner Comments

There is assured understanding of the text and the
writer’s ideas. It is confident and detailed, but does not
always analyse the effect of language enough to move
into Band 5. This was awarded 11 out of 16, band 4.

30
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Examiner Tip

A more confident and detailed
analysis of language would
have moved this into band 5.

This is the whole of a response to Question 8b) about Dolphus Raymond.
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Examiner Comments

There is thorough understanding of text and ideas
but there is not enough development of language
points. It was given 11 out of 24 marks, band 3.

Examiner Tip

When writing about the language features of an
extract, make sure to write about why you think the
writer has chosen particular words, phrases or images.

32
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Question 9
Question 9
Violence in Today’s Society
Many examiners enjoyed reading the responses to this topic.
AO4 (i) and (ii) Content and ideas:
Many candidates offered a range of causes of violence most commonly video games, such
as Call of Duty and Grand Theft Auto, and offered a range of solutions to a violent society,
some more draconian than others. There seems to be a lot of concern about violence
and one candidate commented: 'Scary to think you might pass someone in the street who is
carrying an instrument that could potentially kill you.' The examiner commented that it was
a shame young people have to think this way!
Solutions that were offered were across quite a wide range: the need for a greater police
presence on the streets, CCTV cameras everywhere, improved lighting, lessons about
violence and its effects in school, better parenting, the creation of clubs for teenagers,
sport, the re-introduction of the death penalty and the banning of hoodies.
Candidates engaged well with the task and examiners commented that better candidates
sustained a sense of audience and purpose in responses that were accurate and ambitious.
Most candidates were able to maintain the appropriate tone and there was an appropriate
development of ideas. At the highest levels, candidates wrote compelling pieces that were
clearly intended for a general audience of newspaper readers. They successfully appealed to
their audience, varied their sentences and vocabulary for effect, showing conscious crafting
of language and employing rhetorical and structural devices.
Some candidates did not structure the response as a letter. Some responses could clearly
be understood to be an ‘open letter’ to a newspaper; however, some candidates’ responses
were more like an essay rather than a letter. Weaker candidates did not answer in the form
of a letter and lost focus on the audience and purpose of the task or presented undeveloped
ideas. Examiners commented that some candidates lost focus on the task and wrote a
diatribe about violence rather than coming up with suggestions and solutions.
There were quite a few candidates who had not paragraphed their work or who paragraphed
ineffectively. Paragraphing was sometimes lacking in otherwise organised responses.
One examiner commented that where explicit planning was used the students tended to be
more successful.
AO4(iii) (Spelling, punctuation and grammar).
Examiners commented on the usual range of errors – comma splicing, lack of sentence
control, problems with spelling, homophones and problems with capital letters. Some
examiners commented about a lack of a range of punctuation but other examiners
commented that candidates are learning to master the use of appropriate punctuation for
the context. Some examiners commented that there was an improvement in accuracy.
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This is the opening of a response to Question 9.
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Examiner Comments

While this is not strictly a letter (it could be an open letter to a newspaper),
there is quite a secure, sustained realisation of purpose and audience. It
engages well with the audience with effective ideas. Mark 11 out of 16, band 4.
There is a range of sentence structures and the vocabulary is varied and
reasonably extensive. Spelling is almost always accurate, with occasional
slips. Mark 5 out of 8, band 2.

Examiner Tip

Always make sure that you use the correct
form to show a secure sense of purpose as well
as demonstrating a good sense of audience.

This is an extract from an impressive response to Question 9.
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Examiner Comments

This response achieves precision and clarity in presenting
compelling and sophisticated ideas. There is a strong,
consistent fulfilment of the task. Spelling is not consistently
accurate, but the occasional slips do not impede meaning or
achieving a full mark answer given the range of ambitious
vocabulary. The response was awarded full marks, 16 + 8.
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Examiner Tip

Note confident tone and strongly
developed ideas in this response.

Question 10
Question10
Cycling and Walking
Examiners enjoyed reading the responses to this question.
Some examiners felt this task was done better than Question 9.
This was slightly more popular than Question 9.
AO4 (i) and (ii) Content and ideas:
Many candidates seemed familiar with the appropriate techniques for an article and were
able to use them effectively and examiners commented positively on the attempts at
humour to persuade their intended audience e.g. 'Bikes are not that fast and unless you're
Usain Bolt, legs are even slower.' Many examiners commented on the strong sense of
audience and purpose demonstrated in the majority of responses, even if the language
controls were not always as secure. Better responses produced a lively article well focused
on their teenaged audience with a controlled use of informal tone. At the highest levels,
candidates used a convincing tone, humour and compelling points in support of their
argument. These responses tended to use complex vocabulary and a range of language
devices integrated seamlessly into the writing. There were many obvious attempts of
persuasive and rhetorical devices used effectively e.g. 'wicked walking and cool cycling '.
Several examiners commented that those candidates who disagreed with the statement
often produced better responses.
They tended to use humour to see the other side such as avoiding 'helmet hair' and not
being sweaty on meeting up with friends. The majority of candidates agreed with the
statement and looked at the health benefits of getting the 'beach body', the economic
aspects of saving money and being with friends instead of parents. There were a number
of responses that also looked at the green aspects of saving the environment, carbon
footprint, emissions, etc. but these were fewer in number. The disadvantages were also
acknowledged, such as the potential dangers or journeys taking longer.
Most candidates did well with sustaining the purpose and had a clear focus upon the
audience as teenagers, adapting their style accordingly, although a few were too colloquial.
One response scolded the reader, 'What are you doing? Don't answer. Let me guess. Sitting
on your bottom and staring at a laptop...'
The irony was not lost on the examiner!
Weaker responses often had unclear or undeveloped ideas or inappropriate register.
Some examiners commented that weaker candidates did not do very well in response to this
question. It was difficult for them to find a voice to write the magazine article; many ended
up being too formal (and somewhat pedestrian at times) in the way they approached the
task. Some responses were rather short and undeveloped.
AO4(iii): Spelling, punctuation and grammar:
Similar points were made by examiners to those on Question 9.
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This is an extract from the middle of a response to Question 10.
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Examiner Comments

There is a secure and sustained realisation of the purpose and
audience, with secure organisation. Mark 9 out of 16, band 3.
There is comma splicing, but spelling is accurate and sentences
are purposefully structured. Mark 5 out of 8, band 2.

Examiner Tip

Note the secure and sustained sense of purpose and
awareness of how to address the intended audience.

This is an extract from the middle of a successful response to Question 10.
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Examiner Comments

There is a strong, consistent fulfilment of the writing task
and the response is sharply focused on the purpose and
audience. The ideas are compelling and fully developed and
organisation is convincing. Mark 16 out of 16, top of band 5.
AO4 (iii) is consistently accurate overall – although there
are occasional slips, it is purposeful and sustained. Mark 8
out of 8, top of band 3.

Examiner Tip

Look at how the organisation and
strong register help the candidate to keep
a firm focus on purpose and audience.
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Paper Summary
Candidates' work often reached a very high standard. There was evidence of good
preparation of the texts and good awareness of how to respond to the questions. There was
evidence of strong personal responses, dealing precisely with the language of the texts and
how this communicated the writer's ideas. In their writing, candidates often were able to
demonstrate a strong sense of audience and purpose in writing that was clear and effective.
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice.
Candidates should ensure that in Section A (Reading) they:
•

Engage in a sustained manner with the writer's use of language and its effects.

•

Analyse the writer's use of language rather than summarising quotations.

•

Choose an appropriate extract for part b) that allows them to explore the writer's
language fully in relation to the writer's presentation of ideas, themes or characters.

•

Avoid slipping into narrative instead of analysing the text.

•

Ensure that their comments are fully rooted in the extracts.

In Section B (Writing), they should:

42

•

Address the audience, which was clearly specified in the two questions.

•

Develop ideas effectively and present them in a sustained response.

•

Use a range of sentences, correctly punctuated.

•

Use a range of punctuation and vocabulary appropriate for the task.

•

Check work for common errors.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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